
AUGUST SINCLAIR

Client Service Agreement & Terms

 

** CURRENT COVID-19 TERMS **

If the CLIENT places an order with AUGUST SINCLAIR and the CLIENT postpones their wedding and is in

need of reprints, AUGUST SINCLAIR will provide the CLIENT with the pricing for the pieces that are needed.

As our regular pricing policies stand, all pricing and services are non-negotiable.  

 

Design process, printing and production turn around times will all be the same for reprints. Depending on the

di�erent operating hours of some of our vendors due to COVID-19, turn around times for printing and

production may be longer than our standard turn around time.  

 

As of right now, we are able to get our regular materials for all orders. However, this could change if availability

becomes limited due to COVID-19. We will inform you right away if we are unable to get a material or service

for your order. The CLIENT and AUGUST SINCLAIR will work together on �nding another suitable option.  

 

New Postponed Invitation Sets. the postponed invitation sets would be the same EXACT design and layout

as your original invitation sets. The only pieces of the design that are allowed to be changed, are the dates

and info. Printing types and paper types can be changed if needed. The order comes with 3 rounds of proofs,

if any additional proofs are needed after that, the standard additional proof fee would apply. For all

postponed/reprinted orders the payment is due in FULL at the time of ordering. 

 

Save The New Date Postponed Sets. the postponed save the new date sets would be the same EXACT

design and layout as your original save the date card. The only pieces of the design that are allowed to be

changed, are the dates and info. Printing types and paper types can be changed if needed. The order comes

with 2 rounds of proofs, if any additional proofs are needed after that, the standard additional proof fee would

apply. For all postponed/reprinted orders the payment is due in FULL at the time of ordering. 

 

1. PAYMENTS & ESTIMATES

All custom estimates are good for 15 days, prices may be subject to change. If you place an order with us, and

the price of a product or service changes that you want to add on to your order during the design process,

the price that will be applied is the NEW price. Billing will re�ect the actual costs incurred, and any client

requested changes will be billed additionally. The client will be noti�ed of any price changes and any

remaining balances will be due at the time of completion. 

 

Invitation Sets & Save The Date Set Payments - 2 PAYMENTS 

PAYMENT #1, DEPOSIT PAYMENT: the �rst payment for your order is due before the order begins. A

50% DEPOSIT PAYMENT is due at checkout to begin your order. All deposits are NON-REFUNDABLE

no matter the circumstance. This includes all circumstances due to COVID. This includes Invitation Set

deposits being non-refundable when placed with a Save The Date deposit order. This includes the

instance that we have not began your Save The Date design process, your Save The Date order is still

non-refundable. This is not negotiable. ALL deposits are non-refundable. 

COVID TERMS: if you place your deposit payment with us and end up cancelling your wedding,

or making other arrangements that do not require our services, your deposit payment is still NON-

REFUNDABLE regardless if we have started the design process or not.



 

PAYMENT #2, FINAL PAYMENT BALANCE: the second payment for your order is your �nal payment

balance that is due at the end of the design process, before your order can go into print and

production. Your �nal payment invoice will include your shipping and handling costs. 

COVID TERMS: if your order does not end up going into print and production at the time

indicated on your Timeline Contract or by the end of the design process because of a wedding

postponement due to COVID or any other circumstance, your second �nal payment will STILL be

due at that time.

 

Day Of Paper & The Wedding Shop Payments - all payments for our Day Of Paper and The Wedding

Shop products are paid in FULL. These payments are NON-REFUNDABLE under any circumstances, even if

we have not began the design process for them. Quantities for these products CANNOT be decreased during

the design process. The quantities can be increased during the design process. If this happens, the CLIENT

will be billed the additional costs for the quantity increase.  

 

Custom Illustrations & Maps Payments - all payments for our Custom Illustrations and Maps are paid in

FULL. These payments are NON-REFUNDABLE under any circumstances, even if we have not began the

design process for them.  

 

All shipping and handling costs will be totaled and sent as a separate shipping and handling invoice from

CLIENT's �nal payment invoice. AUGUST SINCLAIR will include a targeted date(s) that the shipping and

handling payment invoice will be sent over to you. The shipping and handling cost is not determined until the

order is packaged up, based on weight and destination. 

 

2. PROOFING & FINAL PROOF APPROVAL CONTRACT 

Quantity of Proofs. All orders come with 3 rounds of complimentary proofs for no charge. If any additional

proofs are needed after the 3, an additional fee of $50 PER PROOF will be applied to your order. 

 

Please note that the more rounds of proofs it takes, the longer your completion date will be pushed back. If

prompt response times are not met during the design process, your completion date will be pushed back.

Please aim to make your proo�ng changes in under 3 rounds, or your mail date may have to move back by

one week or more for each round. 

 

Proof/Design Process Communication. All proof feedback and revisions are discussed ONLY through email.

We do NOT o�er scheduled phone calls for feedback and revisions during the proo�ng process. All feedback

and revisions must be discussed through email. 

 

Type of Proof. All proofs are sent via email, as a digital PDF �le. We DO NOT send hard copy proofs or hard

copy samples of your invitation set/stationery before they go into print and production. 

 

Major Design Change. If at any time, the job changes to an extent that substantially alters the speci�cations

as described in the original order, we will submit a proposal revision memo to you and a revised fee will be will

be agreed upon by both the CLIENT and AUGUST SINCLAIR before moving forward with the object. 

 

Design Check on CLIENT End. It is extremely important that you thoroughly check your proofs for correct

times, dates, and spelling of all words, including names and places, in addition to the design elements. Once

the �nal approval for the Final Proof Contract is received, you are giving AUGUST SINCLAIR full permission to

print all pieces as they appear on your Final Proof. Once approved, no changes can be made and AUGUST

SINCLAIR will not be held responsible for any errors found after your approval. 

 

ALL reprinting costs will be the responsibility of the CLIENT. The proof you approve for printing is exactly what

will be printed. Please proofread carefully and have a friend or family member check for accuracy as well.

Proofs are extremely important because an approved proof is directly used to generate the printed pieces. By



approving a �nal proof and sending over the �nal agreement �le, you agree that all text and designs will

appear exactly as shown and that all content, spelling and punctuation is correct, with no further changes

necessary. 

 

If what you included on your client order form is di�erent than what's included in the �nal proof and you sign

o� on the �nal proof, the �nal proof approval contract overrules this because the CLIENT signed o� on the

�nal proof contract. 

 

PLEASE PROOFREAD SLOWLY AND VERY CAREFULLY: WE PRINT DIRECTLY FROM THE FINAL, APPROVED

PROOF. ONCE YOU APPROVE THE PROOF, THERE WILL BE NO FURTHER REVIEW OF YOUR ORDER FOR

SPELLING, PUNCTUATION OR CONTENT. 

 

3. DESIGN, CUSTOM ARTWORK & ILLUSTRATIONS

We do not sell the rights to any of our custom venue illustrations and maps. If you purchase one of our custom

illustrations and/or map, they can only be used on the stationery and/or product that AUGUST SINCLAIR is

creating. When the CLIENT purchases AUGUST SINCLAIR'S artwork during the payment process, this purchase

is for the artwork to be used for the client's stationery and product designed by AUGUST SINCLAIR ONLY. 

 

Purchase of a Pr-existing Illustration/Map . if the CLIENT purchases any artwork, illustration or map that has

already been created by AUGUST SINCLAIR, their purchase of the artwork for their stationery does NOT

include any revisions. If the CLIENT needs revisions, additional fees will be applied. 

 

Monograms & Crest Designs . when the CLIENT purchases a Collection, the monogram/crest is only to be

used for their stationery and/or product. If the CLIENT wants to purchase their monogram/crest design from

their stationery and/or product to use with other vendors for products that are not being created by AUGUST

SINCLAIR, the CLIENT will need to purchase our Copyright Fee. This fee is $275 PER DESIGN PURCHASE. The

CLIENT will be sent high-resolution �les of the monogram/crest design, once the copyright fee is purchased. 

 

4. WHITE GLOVE SERVICE 

Our White Glove Service includes the following

purchasing all rsvp and main envelope stamps 

cross check stamps at the post o�ce to ensure all stamps are correct

adhere all stamps to the rsvp envelopes

adhere all stamps to the main outer envelopes

stu� and seal sets

hand cancel each invitation/save the date set at the post o�ce to ensure they do not go through the

standard machine and get ruined

mail invitation/save the date sets out to your guests

All extra sets and keepsakes will be mailed directly to the address that you provide us with. The CLIENT is

responsible for the shipping and handling costs of the extra sets package. 

 

5. SCOPE OF CHANGE 

It's often that quantities change, materials are changed and/or additional pieces are added to the order. When

this occurs, a change of scope happens and AUGUST SINCLAIR will present the new invoice totals as soon as

they are available. Note these changes must be made within the included rounds of approvals and before

�nal approval. Changes after �nal approval may result in a 25% restocking fee, along with the cost of the new

materials. 

 

There are times when materials we have agreed upon are discontinued or out of stock when AUGUST

SINCLAIR goes to order CLIENT'S materials. In the event this happens, AUGUST SINCLAIR will provide a

suitable alternative. 



 

Changes to your order can be made any time prior to �nal proof approval. Orders that have been �nally

proofed and approved with payment, cannot be cancelled or changed for any reason. 

 

6. ERRORS, MISPRINTS & RETURNS

We create the highest quality invitations and stationery, custom-printed for you and to your speci�cations.

Because each piece is unique and every design is approved by you before going to print, we cannot accept

general returns for any reason. If an error is found on printed stationery or products that is shown on the

approved �nal proof contract, the client is responsible for any charges incurred for reprints. This is why it is

vital that you proof-read carefully. AUGUST SINCLAIR reserves the right to request that any portion of an order

that’s being reprinted be returned to us at the expense of the client before being reprinted. 

 

In the event of an AUGUST SINCLAIR error, rest assured that we will do everything possible to remedy the

problem, up to and inclusive of reprinting with the quickest production and shipping available. Please inspect

your stationery and products immediately upon receiving it. 

 

Refunds are not available on design services and products for any reason. Please note that we cannot accept

returns due to customer input errors (e.g. typos), and that in approving your �nal proof you accept full

responsibility for any errors. If errors are discovered after the �nal proof approval, we must charge in full for a

reprint.

 

7. COLOR VARIATIONS

All monitors are color calibrated to show colors di�erently. For the most part, colors are fairly accurate but

depending on di�erence between your monitor and our printers, as well as lighting conditions, you may see

some variations in colors. We try to match colors as closely as possible but cannot always guarantee an exact

match. 

 

8. SHIPPING

Each orders shipping cost is based on where you live, amount of stationery and products being order,

materials used and package number. All shipping and handling costs are included in your �nal payment

invoice. AUGUST SINCLAIR will include a targeted date(s) that the shipping and handling payment invoice will

be sent over to you. The shipping and handling cost is not determined until the order is packaged up, based

on weight and destination. 

 

AUGUST SINCLAIR is NOT responsible for any lost or stolen packages. We are also not responsible for

package delays or lost packages, due to weather related conditions. 

 

All of our �nal orders are shipped via USPS Priority Mail. Express mail options are available, please inquire prior

to your �nal payment. All packages that are shipped from us require a signature upon delivery. If you do not

want a signature requirement, you will need to sign our signature waiver form prior to shipping your package. 

 

9. GUEST ADDRESS PRINTING & HAND CALLIGRAPHY  

If your order includes guest addressing printing, under no circumstances do we start �nal production on your

order until we have received your �nal completed guest address �le. We will only accept your guest address

�le when your list is complete and FINAL and has been proofread. We charge an additional $25 set up fee for

each additional spreadsheet sent to us. So please be sure when you send over the �le, that it is FINAL. 

 

*PLEASE NOTE: All guest addresses are copy and pasted straight from your guest address �le that you submit

for printing. There is no typing of the guest addresses so any errors in spelling, punctuation and correct

formatting in the �le when submitted to us, will be re�ected in the printing process. PLEASE be sure to review

and proof read all �les that are submitted. 



 

If additional guest address and/or return address printing is needed, after your order is completed, there is an

additional fee - $95 fee for 20 or less and $135 fee for 20 or more. 

 

The nature of hand calligraphy envelopes will vary from that of printed addresses. Each address will vary

depending on letters and length of words and will visually appear di�erent when compared. Please have this

expectation set when ordering hand calligraphy. Each envelope is a single work of art and should be

appreciated as such. 

 

The post o�ce reads envelopes electronically. Due to the nature of hand calligraphy, some addresses or styles

will be more or less di�cult to read when put through the USPS, as is the nature of any handwritten address.

Any address that cannot be read by the machine will likely be hand-inspected. If the address still cannot be

delivered, it will be returned to the address of the return. AUGUST SINCLAIR is not responsible for re-sending,

reprinting or reimbursing for invitations or addresses that do not make it to their intended address. As with any

mass mailing, you are likely to have 1-3% of your pieces be undeliverable. Please check your address list

carefully to minimize this e�ect. You may wish to order an additional 3% to ensure additional pieces are

available if needed. 

 

10. COPYRIGHT

Any and all concepts, ideas or designs created throughout the customizing design process, whether they are

used in the �nal product or not, remain the intellectual property of AUGUST SINCLAIR and the designer

reserves the right to use such concepts, ideas or designs for future work including but not limited to digital or

physical portfolios, displays, samples, stationery for sale to the public, etc. Additionally, these concepts, ideas

and designs cannot be reproduced for any reason without written permission from AUGUST SINCLAIR. 

 

Under Federal copyright law, it is illegal for people to reproduce images and photos unless they own the

copyright or are authorized by the copyright owner. The copyright owner is the person who created the image

or took the photo. By submitting an image or photo to AUGUST SINCLAIR for use in a design you are

representing that you are either the copyright owner of the image or photo, or have the owner's permission to

use, edit or reproduce the image or photo; and that you, as the owner or with the owner's permission, grant

permission for AUGUST SINCLAIR to use, edit or reproduce the images. You are solely responsible for any

copyright violations that may occur as a result of your activities or use of services provided by AUGUST

SINCLAIR, and will indemnify and hold AUGUST SINCLAIR harmless for the same. 

 

If you wish to use a custom artwork, illustration or design on pieces outside of the stationery that AUGUST

SINCLAIR is designing for you, an artwork usage fee is required. If you use a custom artwork without

purchasing the artwork usage fee, legal copyright action will be put into action. 

 

11. SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

Any and all personal information on the design such as home addresses, phone numbers and sensitive

website information, will be changed prior to posting on social media platforms. AUGUST SINCLAIR reserves

the right to add custom designs and custom invitation sets to our house design invitation collections at any

time. 

 

AUGUST SINCLAIR reserves the right to post photos of the client’s design on all social media platforms and

website, once the client’s order has been shipped out of the studio, regardless if the CLIENT hasn’t shipped

their invitations or save the dates to their guest’s, or the wedding hasn’t take place yet.


